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To whom it may concern,

My name is Tess Kelly, and I am a mother to an amazing little boy. He is my world, and I am writing this to protect
him and his little growing body. I am writing to oppose HB 3063 for many reasons. I watched my son get so so sick
over and over after each round of vaccines that he received. In his first year he was in the ER  4+ times, in the
doctors office religiously, had bronchitis, colic, the stomach flu, new allergies after each vaccine (dairy, soy,
tomatoes, citrus, etc) followed by sudden bouts of eczema for no reason, and more. He was always sick, one after
the next. I felt hopeless, doctors had no answers as to why, so as a mom I researched, I did my job to figure out what
seemed to make sense for my child, and he hasn’t had as much as a few colds and a few fevers since. He is sooo
much healthier taking vaccines out of the equation, and we do the same routine as before, eat healthy (as much
organic as I can afford), we take our vitamins, we practice good hygiene and cleanliness, etc.

I have family and friends who work in the healthcare field, many of whom have previously been as pro-vax as you
could be, and they have all started to change their minds and open their eyes. They have personally given vaccines
and watched children come back days or weeks later a completely different child, or with serious complications, and
in the worst cases, they have seen them pass away shortly after the vaccine was administered. They have seen these
parents feel helpless and distraught. They have been by the bedside of many of these children to try and help them
smile. They have chosen to educate themselves on more than just the vaccine inserts. They have decoded the
vaccine ingredients and shared their findings with fellow doctors and nurses to spread awareness. We deserve to be
aware of what is going into our children, not just to be told, “it’s safe and effective”. We deserve the right to refuse
putting substances in our children that are questionable especially until proven for safety. We deserve to be the ones
deciding what is right for OUR children with the proper information that is currently clearly lacking.

I know the measles “outbreak”  has sparked this bill to be created, however, more people have died from vaccines
then the actual measles for years and years and years. The number of outbreaks was already drastically dwindling
before the vaccine was even introduced. That’s largely in part to good hygiene, exercise, diet, proper vitamin intake,
cleanliness and more sterile environments in our healthcare facilities. Not to mention that the severe side effects of
measles and the vaccine are the same. Even the AAPS put out a statement on Tuesday that included the following,
“The Association of American Physicians and Surgeons (AAPS) strongly opposes federal interference in medical
decisions, including mandated vaccines. After being fully informed of the risks and benefits of a medical procedure,
patients have the right to reject or accept that procedure. The regulation of medical practice is a state function, not a
federal one. Governmental preemption of patients’ or parents’ decisions about accepting drugs or other medical
interventions is a serious intrusion into individual liberty, autonomy, and parental decisions about child-rearing.”
That comes from thousands of respected and highly educated individuals in the healthcare community. How can that
be ignored?

The fact that the CDC cannot prove that vaccines are safe is in itself the thing that should make this absolutely
absurd to ask of people. To believe that blindly forcing this and saying it’s safe is highly unethical. Especially when
we are talking about very vulnerable little bodies that are still growing and not fully developed. The vaccine injury
compensation program has already paid around 4 billion dollars in damages to parents of vaccine injured children.
Those are just the cases that made it to trial and have won, there are so so many more who have tried to seek justice
but have been cut short, or have not had the right resources or funds to fight.

Let me ask you a serious question. Please think about it from the perspective of a parent, and for yourself as well.
Would you put mercury, aluminum, formaldehyde, aborted fetal tissue (among other things) in a glass and drink it,
even in the smallest amount? Furthermore, would you feel comfortable making your child drink it? No!!!!
Absolutely not. That’s insane! So WHY on earth would you feel it’s okay to force parents to sit back and be fine
with injecting those things into our kids without questions or concerns, or PROOF that it’s without a doubt safe.
Factually safe! Where is the evidence, where are the studies that soundly prove these vaccines to be safe and also
effective? Where are the placebo studies of vaccinated individuals to unvaccinated with tangible data and
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comparisons? Those take years of research, none of which have been conducted. If they have, please show us the
data, let us hear from the folks who were a part of the studies! How can you ask people, “just believe us, we promise
it’s safe” without actually having to hold people accountable for proving that? Would you hold a grande if I told
you, “I think the pin’s in, just hold it, it’s safe.” Of course not. So please don’t ask us to blindly believe and feel
comfortable with something that is not proven to be safe. I truly never thought I would live in a country, or a state
that would even consider forcing our freewill, freedom, and right of religious expression and beliefs. How can we be
called the land of the free when we are moving towards forced and mandated laws that go against just that? I never
thought I would see a day where living in the United States would actually make me scared and terrified to live here,
scared for my children, and theirs, but now I do. I’m scared of my own government and I want to be able to without
a doubt say that you are doing everything in your power to make sure your citizens are safe, especially the small
ones who cannot protect themselves. This is not what safety looks like. This is what fear looks like.

Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,
Tess Kelly


